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Introduction
Creating a Culture for Learning

k

In high achieving environments, there exists a unified belief system that has been
carefully crafted after extensive discussion and input from all stakeholders. There
is no need to debate or argue about whether or not to act on these beliefs; put
succinctly, all stakeholders accept the beliefs as pivotal to the success of the
organization. They represent practices that are so much a part of the culture that
outside observers are impressed by their efficacy and insiders do not even give
them a second thought. We call these practices non-negotiables.
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As you read through the descriptions of Just ASK’s Non-Negotiables for
Creating a Culture for Learning, reflect on your school's current status and ask
yourself: How do these non-negotiables reflect our current practice and how
might we use these non-negotiables to advance the learning of adults and students
in our school?

We act on our belief that all students can learn!
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This, the most important non-negotiable, appears first on our list. Readers will
note that there is extra punctuation for emphasis. The word all is underlined
because we cannot disregard the learning needs of any individual. Every child we
face in our classroom deserves our attention as well as our relentless effort to
find the key to his success. The exclamation point at the end of the sentence
denotes the passion with which we embrace the belief that all children will show
clear evidence of learning. We know that it is not acceptable to simply believe in
the ability of all youngsters to learn; it must be identifiable in our words and
actions and the responses of the students. Without exception, we must see each
child as a capable individual who can grow in knowledge and skills.
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We accept learning as the fundamental principle of the school and examine
all practices in light of their impact on learning.
When student learning is the lens through which we examine our practices, the
tenets of standards-based education developed by the SBE Design Team of
Centennial BOCES, Longmont, Colorado, and listed below serve us well.
' Standards guide all classroom decisions.
' The focus is always on student learning.
' Expectations for learning are the same for all students, even those who have
traditionally performed at low levels.
' The final determination of the effectiveness of instructional practices is
whether or not they result in higher levels of achievement for students.
' Assessment results are used to inform teachers, individually and collectively,
about the effectiveness of curricular and instructional decisions.
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In order to accomplish this, we know that we must be open-minded, lifelong
learners who keep abreast of, share, and use research-based practices, who seek
ways to scaffold and extend learning, and who are willing to forego practices that
do not help students learn.

We engage in and assume leadership for promoting collaborative practice.
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Noted educator Roland Barth wrote, “The relationship among the adults in the
building has more impact on the quality and character of the school and the
accomplishments of its youngsters than any other factor.” In our meetings,
including collaborative team meetings, hallway conversations, and other chance
encounters, a spirit of collaboration is palatable. In fact, administrators,
classroom teachers, specialists, parents, and community members work
together, sharing leadership roles, to promote student learning. This requires
explicit knowledge and skill, and perhaps additional training, in areas such as
planning and facilitating productive meetings, adult learning theory, building
consensus, and providing growth-producing feedback to one another.

We believe that all students belong to all of us.
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In high-performing cultures, there is clear, enduring evidence that all
stakeholders accept and act on the belief that all students belong to all adults.
Inclusive pronouns such as “our” and “we” are used instead of “your,” “my,” and
“I.” The notion that one grade or content area does not have a standardized test
is nonexistent because all stakeholders feel responsible for the learning of all
students. General educators do not leave the education of students with special
needs, accelerated learners, second language learners, etc. to the specialists who
are present to support the learning of those students. Those specialists, in turn,
extend their expertise to all students. As teachers work together for the success
of all students, there is no evidence of blaming or finger pointing when things do
not go well but instead a resolute commitment to seek solutions to problems or
setbacks in the interest of each and every student's achievement.

We collectively develop and adhere to clearly articulated norms.
Working together is the guiding principle that enables us to reach our desired
outcomes. At the outset of our collaborative efforts, we establish standard
procedures we would follow in our work together. We work collectively to devise a
list of the norms we would follow and view adherence to these norms as
instrumental to our success. Norms range from establishing meeting times,
decision-making processes, a respect for a variety of opinions, and that
participation is both a right and a responsibility. Most importantly, we accept the
premise that the primary purpose of our work together is to make a difference in
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student achievement. We agree to follow a pre-determined meeting agenda and
stick to the topic under discussion so that we can move toward making
decisions that will improve our practice. We believe that in cultures where
norms are not established, goals are harder to reach, collaborative efforts are
less structured, off-task behavior can more readily occur, and participants can
become disenchanted about the potential work the team can accomplish.
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We establish and maintain an atmosphere of mutual respect and trust.
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Words like trust and respect are often seen in the vision or mission statements.
It is all well and good to include these words in our belief statements, but they
must also be reflected in our day-to-day practice. When our actions match our
words, we treat each other as valuable, contributing members of the team.
Visible signs of trust and respect include:
' New territory is explored and disagreements are treated with respect and
opportunities to offer alternative ways of thinking are the norm.
' Each individual is given equal time to express an opinion or share an idea.
' Differences of opinion are encouraged and seen as potential solutions to
problems.
' Ideas which lead to increased student learning are recognized and praised by
peers.
' Interactions are characterized by honesty presented in a positive manner.
' Individuals feel comfortable exposing their vulnerability with one another
because they know they will not be judged.
' The interest of the school as a whole is put first as educators share their best
ideas.
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Such an atmosphere of trust and respect leads to an unspoken comfort level
that can lead to extraordinary results.

Isolation is not an option! Collaboration is a right and a responsibility.
In this age of accountability, schools are often judged on the results they achieve.
Studies have repeatedly shown that the schools with the highest achievement are
places where structures for collaboration are established and maintained over
time. No longer can we work in an environment where we close our classroom
doors and carry out our lessons in isolation, rarely if ever interacting with our
fellow teachers. When we do not operate as individual entities and instead work
in true cooperative ventures, we can expect the following results:
' Gains in student achievement
' Unforeseen solutions to problems
' Increased confidence among staff members
' A desire to test new ideas
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More support for new teachers
An expanded repertoire of strategies, materials, and teaching approaches
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Numerous studies have concluded that a major source of discontent among
professional educators is a feeling of isolation. We talk openly about the
importance of working together, and organize our work environment so that
collaboration will occur in a natural and fluid manner.

All adults are committed to the success of all other adults.

We focus on results.
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When we propose this non-negotiable in our workshops, there is almost always a
collective gasp as participants grapple with the potential power of this construct.
We interpret this reaction to mean that, for most educators, this is not a norm in
their schools. If, however, we want all students to achieve at the highest levels,
then all of us must also perform at the highest levels. Great care must be taken to
make sure that each one of us has all the necessary information to design and
carry out the best possible learning experiences for students. We avoid blaming
previous teachers or parents for student learning gaps. We instead see the
learning of our colleagues and the parents of our students as important
components of our professional responsibility.
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This means that we analyze assessment results together, hold data-driven
discussions, make data-driven decisions, establish SMART goals for specific
measurable skills and knowledge, identify improvement strategies, and adapt
instruction to meet student needs. Our definition of data extends far beyond
standardized test results to creating a body of evidence that includes formative
assessment data from classroom assignments and interactions with students as
well as multiple other sources.
Some of the questions we continuously ask ourselves are the following:
' What data should we gather and analyze?
' What data do we have to inform our daily practice?
' How can we use data to inform long-term curricular and instructional
decisions?
' How do we determine the significance of the data?
' How should the data be analyzed so that it is useful to all members of the
school community, including students and parents?
' And most importantly, what action do we take after we have analyzed the data?
When these non-negotiables are in place, the way we engage in our practice
almost seems seamless and uncomplicated because we no longer have to debate
or discuss the way we do business. Negotiations about how to proceed are a thing
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of the past. The ultimate indicators of success can be seen in the ways these
adult commitments result in more learning for more students more of the time.
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We believe that it is also essential to align all the processes in our school
communities so that as Terry Deal said, “We are all headed roughly West.” That
means for our work to make a significant difference, we must align the:
' Strategic plan
' Interviewing and hiring process
' Induction and mentoring program
' Professional development at the district, school, and team levels
' Faculty, department, and team meeting areas of focus
' Supervision and evaluation criteria and process
' Professional growth plans for individuals and teams
' School improvement plans
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What does that look like? A strong example is West Irondequoit Central School
District, Rochester, New York, where the Board of Education has established
three focus areas in its strategic framework: Learning and Achievement, Culture
and Climate, and Transitions. Pat McCue, Principal of Irondequoit High School,
reports that each year, using data from standardized assessments, classroom
data, and student work, each school planning team establishes or updates goals
within these three focus areas, including specific targets and benchmarks to
measure student progress. Each department (secondary) or grade level team
(elementary) then uses these goals to guide their development of team and
individual action plans and professional goals. In terms of professional learning,
all faculty, department and grade level meetings are devoted to analysis of
student work and other activities that promote collaborative inquiry to inform
planning and improve instruction.
He wrote that at Irondequoit High School, a series of faculty meetings engaged
teachers in discussions related to learning and achievement that focused on ways
to strengthen students’ ability to justify a claim or argument using text evidence.
For example, teachers worked in interdisciplinary groups at faculty meetings to
jigsaw research articles to gain understanding of effective strategies without
focusing on specific content. Then, in subsequent department meetings, each
department worked in teams to adapt or apply strategies in their content areas.
At a follow-up faculty meeting, the interdisciplinary groups then debriefed on the
effectiveness of strategies tried in their subjects knowing that writing for
justification looks different in math than it does in social studies, but learning
from each other’s experiences and gaining new ideas.
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With those non-negotiables and the necessity of alignment in mind, this book is
designed to assist educators in answering the following essential questions:
' What do schools look like when they organize around a commitment to the
achievement of high standards by all students?
' What do schools look like when all the adults in the school are committed to
the success of all the other adults?
' What do schools look like when they are results oriented?
' What do schools look like when all the stakeholders are committed to
continuous improvement no matter how well they are already doing?
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More specifically, resources for answering the focus questions listed below are
provided throughout the book:
' What are the characteristics of a culture for learning?
' What are structures that promote and support a culture for learning?
' What is the role of individuals and groups in creating a culture for learning?
' What knowledge, skills, and attitudes are needed to create, implement, and
maintain a culture for learning?
' What is the role of data in a school with a culture for learning?
' How do we use data to inform daily practice?
' How do we use data to inform long-term curricular and instructional
decisions?
' What data should we gather and analyze?
' How do we determine the significance of the data?
' How should the data be analyzed so that it is useful to all members of the
school community, including students and parents?
' What does a review of the literature tell us about creating cultures for
learning?
' What is best practice in teaching, learning, and leading in a standards-based
environment?

Throughout the book, you will find self-assessments, reviews of the literature,
points to ponder, practitioner exemplars, and tools and templates. The tools and
templates can be accessed on the Just ASK website. Thumbnails of the tools and
templates can be found on pages 289-307. The availability of these templates
online is noted throughout the book and in the index with a “T” in the entry so
indicating.
Also embedded throughout the text is a case study of the culture for learning that
exists at McNair Elementary School located in Herndon, Virginia. The staff at
McNair, a Fairfax County Public School, has demonstrated a relentless focus and
commitment that has resulted in the kind of student achievement that can occur
in many more places if we put our hearts, heads, and hands together and make it
happen.
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This text represents our collected experiences and expertise up to this point. We
look forward to continuing to learn from all the educators we are fortunate
enough to work with in the future.
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Our Professional Learning Community
McNair Elementary Case Study
Theresa West and Maria Eck
This is the first of many artifacts of the McNair Elementary Case Study. Theresa
West, Principal, and Maria Eck, Assistant Principal, of McNair Elementary School,
Fairfax County Public Schools, Virginia, wrote this overview as part of their work
in Just ASK’s Leading the Learning workshop series.
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What we tried to do:
Our goal was to create a school that is organized around a commitment to
achievement of high standards by all students. We began this journey by:
' Creating a master schedule to support collaborative teams and set aside two
days a week to meet specifically to discuss math and language arts.
' Supporting teachers with the development of common assessments and the
practice of reviewing them together.
' Facilitating the creation/use of pacing guides to support instruction at each
grade level.
' Analyzing student achievement data in order to determine how to proceed with
our teaching.
' Providing a variety of staff development opportunities to improve and extend
teachers' instructional repertoire.
' Providing teachers the opportunity to observe high functioning teams in action.
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Why we chose the actions we did:
' We did not have common structures or organization in place to support
student learning.
' Although people met as teams, they did not have effective meetings that
focused on teaching and student learning.
' We had never made AYP at McNair.
' Teaching strategies were not matched to the needs of our students.
' We needed a common structure and a common language to support learning at
McNair; our students deserved consistency.
How what we intended to do matched what we actually did:
' We intended to create an effective schoolwide PLC, it matched very well, but
was a two-year and an ongoing process.
How the outcomes matched what we wanted:
' The teachers have the tools and support to be more thoughtful and reflective
practitioners.
' The teachers have expanded their repertoires and have new instructional
strategies to use with their students.
' Even the lowest functioning teams successfully incorporated the basic tenets of
PLC.
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II
From a Principal’s Perspective

Leadership for Change
Julie McVicker

Six Key Actions to Take
'
'
'

Say it
Teach and model it
Organize for it

'
'
'

Analyze it
Protect it
Reward it

What I Expect of You

kP

Keep what’s best for children as your most important focus
Treat children with respect
Have high standards for yourself, the children, and me
Be willing to take risks in order to become better
Keep grounded in the values you hold dear
Appreciate the wonder of children and learning
Share what’s important to you with all of us
Listen with an open heart to what others have to say
Value and model professionalism
Believe that all of us together are better than any one of us alone
Celebrate how great our school is and commit to making it even better
Reflect on our practices and their effectiveness
Help evaluate my performance
Respect and value your own expertise and that of others
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'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
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The greatest cause of unmet expectations is unclear expectations. Don’t leave
anything to chance. The following is a strong example of how one principal
clearly communicated expectations for staff and for herself.
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What You Can Expect of Me
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

Decisions and actions that contribute to children’s achievement and sense of
self-efficacy
Commitment to a safe and productive learning environment
Value and respect for each person
Willingness to listen to a variety of viewpoints
Work with you as a team member
Forward thinking of how we might become better
Commitment to supporting your work
Sense of humor and fun
Accountability for my actions
My best thinking, skills, and energy
Actions that reflect my beliefs
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Collaborative Teams on Parade
Brenda Kaylor

Leadership Teams
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The Leadership Team of West Irondequoit Central School District in Rochester,
New York, meets monthly to focus on teaching, learning, and leading. This team is
made up of all district and school-based administrators and curriculum area
leaders. At least 75 percent of meeting time is devoted to the professional growth
of those educators. Facilitation and leadership of the learning rotates among team
members. Data is used to drive discussions and decisions. This unwavering focus
on student learning and the leaders’ collaborative approach yields results. A
Manhattan Institute Report based on 2006-2007 data identifies West Irondequoit,
as the only Monroe County school district to deliver higher than expected
academic achievement results. The distinction is based on higher than expected
NYS test scores when per pupil expenditures, size, income, and demographic
characteristics were taken into account.
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Mesa County Valley School District #51 in Grand Junction, Colorado has
modeled leadership development and support through their collaborative work in
elementary cohorts. The elementary principals are divided into cohorts of small
teams. Teams are balanced in terms of experience and background. The
administrators collectively determine who will lead their cohorts. The teams
work collaboratively to support each other in the implementation of instructional
improvement efforts, understanding of new research, and facilitation of strategies
to increase the use of data across the schools. The facilitators also meet regularly
as a small team to create agendas that will focus common conversations across
the district.
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Departmental Teams

The common course teams at Legacy High School in Broomfield, Colorado meet 3
out of every 4 Wednesdays during early release time. This early release is a 2-hour
block of time devoted to collaborative learning teams. The department sets their
own schedule as to how to use this time. The math department, for instance,
splits this time into three 40-minute blocks. The facilitator is responsible for
sending an agenda to the team in advance and also typically takes care of the
minutes as well. The teams usually spend most of their time addressing issues
that can be categorized into six topics.
The group agrees to focus their time together on the “big six topics.”
1) Pacing/planning/sharing of materials.
2) Formative assessment sharing.
3) Summative assessment preparation (all summative assessments are common.)
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Bruce Oliver
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The essential core of a strong middle school is interdisciplinary teaming. The
master schedule should provide time for teachers who teach the same students
to have time during their day to discuss their content, teaching strategies and
how to best meet individual student needs. These teachers comprise the
interdisciplinary team. Additionally, teachers who teach the same
subject/content should likewise be provided time for collaboration about
methodology, the creation of common assessments and eventually data analysis
to make future instructional decisions. These teachers comprise the
curriculum team. The seven-period day master schedule we used at Thoreau
Middle School, Fairfax County Public School, Virginia, during my tenure as
principal provided both options. A recent master schedule is shown on the
following pages. Teachers teach five out of the seven periods daily. Teachers in
the core subjects of English, math, science and social studies are provided time
for interdisciplinary teaming as well as subject and grade level teaming.

Our Collaborative Practices

Finding the Time in Middle Schools

ea
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There are six core/interdisciplinary teams at Thoreau, three seventh grade
teams (Dolphins, Trailblazers and Rockets). There are three eighth grade teams
(Generators, Chili Peppers, and Tigers). Each of the core teams has a common
time when all the teachers on that team can meet. For example, all Dolphin
teachers meet during Period 4, all Trailblazer teachers meet during Period 3
and all Rocket teachers meet during Period 1. Additionally, all teachers who
teach the same subject are provided a common time when they can meet. Note
that all three seventh grade English teachers can meet during Period 7; all
seventh grade science teachers can meet during Period 6; and all eighth grade
civics teachers can meet during Period 3.
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Every effort was made to allow teachers who teach special education classes to
meet with their curriculum teams. For example, Barretta is able to meet when
the seventh grade English curriculum team meet; Lowry is able to meet when
the eighth grade English curriculum team meets. Including the special
education teachers, whenever possible, during the curriculum team planning
time is especially important since special education students should be taught
the same curriculum as the regular education students.
In this schedule, there was no significant difference in class size. Because of the
importance of collaboration, these teachers were not assigned any additional
duties beyond their teaming responsibilities.
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How we challenge
advanced learners

What
interventions
are in place for
struggling
students

How we
deconstruct
the standards

How we
organize the
work

Why CTs are
time well
spent

'
'
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'

'
'
'

'
'
'

'

'
'
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'
'
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'
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We believe that six brains in a room are better than one!
We make use of each of our strengths.
We collaborate and get the input of specialists so that we include instruction and materials for the wide
range of students we have; that is, from level 1 ESOL students to our AA (GT) students.
Together we get the big picture and then break it down into manageable tasks. We are strong believers in
divide and conquer!
Through our time together we have learned to trust each other. We know that each person will do her job.
Our math specialist attends our meetings as an integral part of our team. She provides support, materials,
assessment data, and a “math brain” way of looking at the objectives.
We have an agenda, and we stick to it. The four main goals of the Collaborative Team are listed on each
agenda, which is emailed to team members the day before the meeting.
We use the pacing guide that was set at the beginning of the year. We plan for the following week.
We look closely at the indicators so that we know exactly what must be covered. We then divide and
conquer.
We assign each person a lesson to prepare. Lessons include: INB, Smartboard activity, stations, exit tickets,
and homework.
Lessons are posted to the common server in our Grade 5 folder.
We know that once we leave, the meeting isn't over. We continue to share through emails, lunch chats, etc.
We feel that at times Standards or Learning wording can be vague.
We look closely at each benchmark and indicator to know exactly what the focus is.
We make note of the essential understandings, teacher notes, and essential new vocabulary to ensure we
cover what we are supposed to cover.
We discuss what was done the previous year to see if we missed something and/or to find ways to improve
our teaching.
We check the students' background knowledge so that we know if they are ready for upcoming objectives.
Exit tickets show us which students have or have not mastered the objective.
Stations allow the teacher to work in small groups, which gives the teacher more time to work directly with
struggling students and allows the students to help each other.
We make use of early bird time to reinforce math skills.
We co-teach with the ESOL and special education teachers.
We use eCART data to design more effective lessons for our students' weak areas. We “teacher swap” if a
teacher has a particularly successful approach to teaching an objective.
Our pacing guide includes spiraling. We also make use of buffer days for reviewing or re-teaching. If
needed, we adjust our pacing guide if it's clear we need to back up or spend extra time on an objective.
We use flexible grouping in stations.
We give advanced students activities requiring higher-order creative and critical thinking.
We pull students gifted in math from the general education classrooms into the AA (GT) class for math.

Sn

McNair Elementary 5th Grade Collaborative Team Report
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Intermediate
Specialist

ea

Sn

Primary
Teacher

No grade/All Grades
Support Staff

kP
4

4

4

I teach students to self-assess the appropriateness and
effectiveness of their social skills.

I practice equity and explain to students the difference
between equity (get what you need when you need it)
and equality (all get the same thing at the same time).

I provide student choice of learning process, teach them
to make good choices, and analyze why the choices
were or were not the best choice.

5

6

7

4

k
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Doing this but
not
confident

ee
4

4

I display student work both in the classroom and in
public areas and identify the standard of learning the
work represents.

3

4

4

I set up conditions where students can assess the
effectiveness of their learning habits and learn to make
the necessary adjustments.

I develop and use a system for monitoring the nature
and frequency of interactions with individual students.

I make a strong effort to interact positively with each
student each day.

2

1

Creating a Positive Learning Environment

Confident
with
artifacts

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Know
about but
don’t do

Other (please list)

Please respond to the statements by circling the number in the column that best describes your practice.
The choices include:
I am confident in my use of this and can provide artifacts: Confident with artifacts
I am using or doing this but am not yet confident: Doing this but not confident
I know about this but am not doing or using it: Know about but don't do
I don't know about this: Don't know about it

Level (circle one)
Role in the school (circle one)

Sherri Stephens-Carter

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Don’t
know
about it

Staff Survey of Use of Best Practice in Teaching and Learning
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VI

Data Analysis for Instructional Decision Making
Heather Clayton Kwit
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Much of the rest of this chapter is devoted to examples and tools you can use to
analyze data for instructional decision making. You will find resources to:
' Identify and analyze general trends or patterns observed. These patterns might
be:
' Identify percentage or number of advanced proficient, proficient, and not
proficient
' Disaggregate data by demographics such as gender, ethnicity, time in
district, English language proficiency, students on IEPs, and free and
reduced lunch, etc. (required by No Child Left Behind Act of 2001)
' Compare current data to data from past assessments at this grade level
' Complete a longitudinal comparison of the work of individuals or groups of
students over time
' Analyze data by subsets such as specific standards, benchmarks, or indicators
' Cause and effect analysis
' Analyze how and when the assessed concepts, facts, and processes were
taught
' Consider which strategies were used
' Consider what materials were used
' Consider how much time was allocated
' Consider the level of thinking the students/student groups now use and the
level required by the assessment
' Review the alignment of the learning experiences with the knowledge, skills,
and level of thinking required by the assessment task
' Ask what changes need to be made the next time these points are taught or
to whom they should be retaught
' Compare classroom assessment data and external assessment data
' Do an item analysis
' Which items were missed by most students
' Which items were missed by highest performing students
' Which items were missed by almost proficient students
' Which items were missed by special needs students
' Which items were missed by second language learners
' Create tables that show the data by students, by subgroup, by item, or broader
categories such as benchmarks or standards
Following the data analysis, identify the baseline data for which targets will be set.
Identify targets, and then make action plans based on what was learned from the
data analysis.
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